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Abstract. During the months of June and July 2013, over
the Euro–Mediterranean area, the ADRIMED (Aerosol Direct Radiative Impact on the regional climate in the MEDiterranean region) project was dedicated to characterize the
ozone and aerosol concentrations in the troposphere. It is
first shown that this period was not highly polluted compared to previous summers in this region, with a moderate
ozone production, no significant vegetation fire events and
several precipitation periods scavenging the aerosol. The period is modeled with the WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) and CHIMERE models, and their ability to quantify the observed pollution transport events is presented.
The CHIMERE model simulating all kinds of sources (anthropogenic, biogenic, mineral dust, vegetation fires); the
aerosol speciation, not available with the measurements, is
presented: during the whole period, the aerosol was mainly
constituted by mineral dust, sea salt and sulfates close to
the surface and mainly by mineral dust in the troposphere.
Compared to the AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) size
distribution, it is shown that the model underestimates the
coarse mode near mineral dust sources and overestimates the
fine mode in the Mediterranean area, highlighting the need
to improve the model representation of the aerosol size dis-

tribution both during emissions, long-range transport and deposition.

1

Introduction

The Euro–Mediterranean region is surrounded by many urbanized and agricultural lands in the north and arid regions in
the south. This leads to numerous different pollution sources
with a majority of anthropogenic and biogenic sources in the
north and mineral dust in the south. In addition, mainly during summer, vegetation fires are often observed. As previously studied by Moulin et al. (1998), Middleton and Goudie
(2001), Kubilay et al. (2003) and Israelevich et al. (2012),
among others, the summer period is characterized by a south
to north flow from Africa, transporting mineral dust in the
free troposphere, and a north to south flow transporting trace
gases and particles of anthropogenic origin in the boundary
layer, as summarized in Fig. 1.
In order to study the atmospheric composition over this
region, the experimental part of the Aerosol Direct Radiative Impact on the regional climate in the MEDiterranean
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Figure 1. Synthesis of all aerosol types and transport pathways in
the Mediterranean area. BL and FT stand for boundary layer and
free troposphere, respectively.

region (ADRIMED) project (Mallet, 2014) was conducted
during June and July 2013. ADRIMED is part of the international program ChArMEx (Chemistry–Aerosol Mediterranean Experiment; Dulac et al., 2013), aiming at assessing
the present and future state of atmospheric chemistry in the
Mediterranean area and its impact on regional climate, air
quality, and marine ecosystems. This project completements
several previous studies dedicated to the analysis of ozone
and aerosols over the Mediterranean area.
Gerasopoulos et al. (2005) showed that ozone is controlled
by production over the continent and may reach up to 60 ppb
in the eastern Mediterranean marine boundary layer. Kalabokas et al. (2008) showed that the high concentrations
observed are mainly driven by the anticyclonic meteorological conditions occurring during the summer. During the
MINOS campaign (Mediterranean Intensive Oxidant Study;
Lelieveld et al., 2002) over the same region, Roelofs et al.
(2003) reported ozone concentrations in altitude of about
50 ppb, with peaks reaching 120 ppb. Lidar observations of
ozone undertaken during the ESCOMPTE campaign (Expérience sur site pour contraindre les modèles de pollution
atmosphérique et de transport d’émissions; Cros et al., 2004),
in summer in the western part of the Mediterranean showed
that highly concentrated plumes may be formed over a given
country and transported for several hundreds of kilometers,
before reaching ground levels (Colette et al., 2006).
Aerosols are also highly variable in space, time and composition. Their composition can be quantified by the relative
contribution of various chemical species such as organic matter, sulfates, nitrates, ammonium, mineral dust and sea salt
(Millan et al., 2005; Monks et al., 2009). Many experimental
research programs were recently conducted to characterize
the aerosol properties using surface measurements (Querol
et al., 2009), airborne measurements (Dulac and Chazette,
2003), optical depths measured by sunphotometers (KubiAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

lay et al., 2003), lidar measurements including EARLINET
(European Aerosol Research LIdar Network to Establish an
Aerosol Climatology; Papayannis et al., 2008; Pappalardo
et al., 2014) or satellite data (Barnaba and Gobbi, 2004). Remotely sensed surface measurements are also used to better
quantify the dust optical properties and direct radiative forcing as in Bergamo et al. (2008), Basart et al. (2009), Mallet et al. (2013), and di Sarra et al. (2008). The integrated
project EUCAARI (dedicated to the Aerosol Climate Air
Quality Interactions; Kulmala et al., 2011) was conducted to
better characterize the aerosol life cycle and composition in
Europe, integrating many types of aerosol studies, from the
nano to the global scales, with a large scientific community.
These measurements have been accompanied by significant development in regional and global chemistry transport models (CTMs). For example, ozone was simulated using the CHIMERE regional CTM during the ESCOMPTE
campaign (Menut et al., 2005) and the summertime ozone
maximum was analyzed using the TOMCAT global CTM
(Richards et al., 2013). Aerosol observations in the Mediterranean area often show large contributions from mineral dust,
so that numerous studies were devoted to this species (Pérez
et al., 2011; Nabat et al., 2012; Menut et al., 2013b; de la
Paz et al., 2013). Their impact on climate via their radiative
effect was recently analyzed with the models COSMO (Vogel et al., 2009), RegCM (Santese et al., 2010), SKYRON
(Spyrou et al., 2013) and ALADIN-Climate (Nabat et al.,
2014). Other important and still not well represented natural sources are now also included in CTMs. For example, sea
salt was modeled in Jiménez-Guerrero et al. (2011) and vegetation fires in Turquety et al. (2014).
All these studies show that the ozone and aerosol are difficult to model in this region. Due to many different sources
and their large variability, models have to include an accurate
representation of all possible sources at the same time and of
numerous chemical species. But, the more there is sources
and chemistry, the more there are uncertainties in the modeling. To quantify the ability to retrieve the ozone and aerosol
content and variability in the Euro–Mediterranean region, the
WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) and CHIMERE
models are used to simulate the atmospheric composition
from 1 June to 15 July 2013. A large domain, encompassing
northern Africa and Europe, is designed to take into account
all possible ozone precursors and aerosol sources and allows
for contributions from long-range transport. The model results are compared to the available measurements and scores
are presented. Having in mind the models’ performances,
the ozone and aerosol composition is further analyzed. For
ozone, the variability is quantified both at the surface and
in altitude. For aerosol, the model provides additional information such as composition and size distribution. Section 2
presents the experimental framework of the ADRIMED campaign and the whole set of data (surface, soundings, aircraft measurements, satellite) used in this study. Section 4
presents the modeling system and the settings. Section 5 anawww.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Table 1. Characteristics of the ADRIMED, AirBase and
AERONET stations used in this study. Note that the AirBase Italian
stations of Chitignano, Baceno, Schivenoglia and Vercelli provide
daily averaged values, when all other stations provide hourly (but
not regular) measurements. The altitude is in meters above sea level
(a.s.l.).
Site

Country

Longitude
(◦ )

Latitude
(◦ )

Altitude
(m a.s.l.)

ADRIMED measurements sites
Lampedusa
Cape Corsica

Italy
France

12.63
9.41

35.51
42.83

45.
533.

AirBase coastal “background” stations
Zorita
Cartagena
Malaga
Ajaccio
Bastia
Hyères
Taranto
Chitignano

Spain
Spain
Spain
France
France
France
Italy
Italy

−0.16
−0.97
−4.46
8.73
9.44
6.13
17.28
11.90

40.73
37.60
36.72
41.92
42.69
43.11
40.41
43.66

619.
10.
36.
28.
57.
33.
10.
650.

AirBase continental “background” stations

Figure 2. Locations of the AirBase (top) and AERONET (bottom)
stations providing the O3 , PM10 , aerosol optical depth (AOD) and
aerosol size distributions (ASD) measurements used in this study.

Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Schivenoglia
Vercelli

Spain
Spain
Spain
France
France
France
Italy
Italy
Italy

−3.59
−2.42
−4.77
0.62
4.83
6.07
8.25
11.07
8.40

40.04
42.46
37.90
44.19
46.82
44.55
46.31
44.99
45.31

501.
386.
119.
50.
46.
741.
1637.
16.
131.

13.54
16.73
14.39
13.28
8.32
28.31
35.31
31.61
13.75

250.
60.
0.
285.
350.
2391.
20.
420.
456.

AERONET stations

lyzes the meteorological situation using E-OBS data and the
WRF model. Sections 6, 7 and 8 present ozone concentration, aerosol optical depth (AOD) and aerosol concentrations
results, respectively. Sections 9 and 10 present aerosol speciation and size distribution. Conclusions and perspectives are
presented in Sect. 11.
2

Banizoumbou
Cabo Verde
Dakar
Cinzana
Ilorin
Izana
Forth Crete
Saada
Zinder Airport

Nigeria
Cabo Verde
Senegal
Mali
Nigeria
Spain
Greece
Morocco
Nigeria

2.66
−22.93
−16.95
−5.93
4.340
−16.49
25.27
−8.15
8.98

Observations

In order to characterize the meteorological situation and
the atmospheric composition, and to estimate the realism of
the models, many observations are used in this study. An
overview of the pollution over the area is done with the
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)
satellite AOD measurements. With the surface measurements
of the E-OBS database, the temperature and the precipitation are characterized. Using the EEA (European Environmental Agency) network, the surface ozone and particulate
matter concentrations are studied. The optical depth is quantified using the AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) network. Temperature and ozone variabilities are estimated in
the troposphere thanks to the aircraft observations of the
ADRIMED project. The location of the measurement sites
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

used in this study is summarized in Table 1. Stations are
sorted as a function of distance from the sea: the “coastal”
stations are inland but less than 10 km from the coast and the
“continental” stations are more than 10 km from the coast.
2.1

E-OBS meteorological measurements

Comparisons with the daily average 2 m temperature and precipitation amount taken from the European Climate Gridded
data set (E-OBS; Haylock et al., 2008) are undertaken. This
data set contains data collected from several thousands of
meteorological stations throughout Europe and the MediterAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Figure 4. ATR-42 vertical trajectories for the flights of 14 (red), 16
and 17 (blue), 19 and 20 (green) and 22 June (green-blue).
Table 2. List of ATR flights for the tropospheric measurements
of meteorological variables and ozone concentrations. Ndata corresponds to the number of data after averaging the high temporal
frequency of aircraft measurements to a constant 5 mn time step.
Figure 3. ATR-42 horizontal trajectories for the flights of 14 (red),
16 and 17 (blue), 19 and 20 (green) and 22 June (green-blue).

Flight no.
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

ranean area. These data are processed through a series of
quality tests to remove errors and unrealistic values.
2.2

EEA chemical measurements

For regulatory pollutants, many measurements are routinely
performed and well organized in quality-checked databases.
The EEA (Guerreiro et al., 2013) is responsible for the AirBase database used in this study. It contains surface concentration measurements and information submitted by the
participating countries throughout Europe (http://www.eea.
europa.eu/). For this study, we focused on ozone and PM10 .
In order to calculate scores and to study time series, a subset of data is used, including eight “coastal background” and
nine “continental background” stations. Their location is displayed in Fig. 2 and details about their coordinates are provided in Fig. 1. They were chosen to be representative of various locations around the western Mediterranean Sea: Spain,
France and Italy, including the Baleares, Corsica and Lampedusa islands. These stations are all “background” stations to
ensure a correct representativity between the measured and
the modeled values.
2.3

AERONET measurements

The AERONET photometer measurements (Holben et al.,
2001) are used to characterize the observed AOD and the
volume aerosol size distribution (ASD). The AOD data are
recorded by numerous stations deployed around the world
and hourly values are available. Several quality levels are
proposed on the AERONET database (http://aeronet.gsfc.
nasa.gov/). In this study, the level 2.0 is used for AOD and
the level 1.5 for ASD (Dubovik and King, 2000). The staAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

Date

Jday

Decimal hour

Ndata

20130614
20130616
20130616
20130617
20130617
20130619
20130620
20130622
20130622

165
167
167
168
168
170
171
173
173

9.05
7.55
11.49
6.76
11.18
11.04
9.83
7.57
12.75

46
36
40
39
32
49
54
47
40

tions used in this study are listed in Table 1 and their location
is displayed in Fig. 2.
2.4

ADRIMED measurements

The experimental part of the ADRIMED experiments includes surface measurements (at the supersites of Cape Corsica and Lampedusa), remote sensing and airborne measurements, as presented in Mallet (2014). The airborne measurements are analyzed for ozone concentrations. These measurements were performed onboard the ATR-42 aircraft (operated by the SAFIRE CNRS, CNES and Météo-France joint
laboratory). Nine flights were conducted during the studied
period. The flight numbers, date and decimal hour, and corresponding day of flight are reported in Table 2. Trajectories
are very different from one flight to another and are represented in Fig. 3 on a map and in Table 4 to see the vertical
extension of the flights.
3

Air quality during the ADRIMED period

The first step is to evaluate if the ADRIMED period was
highly polluted or not, compared to previous summers in this
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Table 3. Number of days in June, July and August when (i) surface
daily mean concentrations of PM10 exceed the threshold value of
30 µg m−3 , and (ii) surface daily maximum concentrations of ozone
exceeds 120 µg m−3 . Data are extracted from the model cell corresponding to the location.
Occurrence of PM10 daily mean > 30 µg m−3
Year

Madrid

Barcelona

Marseille

Rome

Athens

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

17
12
13
20
1
12
7

7
6
13
39
4
10
14

6
7
10
18
11
28
28

8
8
2
24
2
0
3

8
2
2
57
15
8
6

Occurrence of ozone daily max > 120 µg m−3

June, July and August of each year. First, the daily mean surface concentrations of PM10 are calculated. The days when
these values exceed 30 µg m3 are counted. Second, the daily
maximum of surface ozone concentrations is calculated. The
days when these values exceed 120 µg m3 are counted. The
results are presented in Table 3. For surface PM10 , the less
polluted summer is 2011; 2013 also exhibits low values (except in Marseille). All other years present their highest occurrences of PM10 higher than 30 µg m−3 . For surface ozone,
2011 remains the less polluted summer for these cities. 2013
is in the range of the other years, but remains lower than the
summers of 2008, 2009 and 2010. Finally, summer 2013 can
be considered as moderately polluted, compared to the years
between 2007 and 2013.

4

Year

Madrid

Barcelona

Marseille

Rome

Athens

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

6
21
18
21
19
12
32

5
18
29
18
2
8
12

17
29
34
35
12
15
31

8
44
31
28
18
31
33

42
66
40
62
37
45
15

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

Modeling system

The modeling system is composed of several models: the
WRF regional meteorological model, the CHIMERE CTM
and additional individual models dedicated to emission flux
estimations. All these models are integrated in a modeling
platform usable both in analysis and forecast modes. The
simulation was performed from 1 June to 15 July 2013.
4.1

region. To quantify this air quality, we used the results of the
MACC-II (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate) and MACC-III projects for the surface O3 and PM10 .
The surface concentrations are calculated from a multiensemble of reanalysis based on seven European models (CHIMERE, EMEP, EURAD-IM, LOTOS-EUROS,
MATCH, MOCAGE and SILAM) and mostly relying upon
validated in situ observation data sets for the period between
2007 and 2012 and near-real time observations for 2013. Details of the models in their operational setup are presented in
Marécal et al. (2015). This production has been established
by the GEMS FP6 project and its follow-up FP7 projects
(MACC, MACC-II and MACC-III). The IFS meteorological fields from ECMWF, the TNO-MACC emission inventory, (Kuenen et al., 2014), and the global chemical boundary conditions from MACC reanalysis or forecasts according to availability are used to force the models. Then, each
model uses its own assimilation system (from optimal interpolation to 4D-VAR) to compute the analyses which allow
building the ensemble. The ensemble hourly values are produced throughout Europe from the median value of the Ensemble and at 0.1◦ × 0.1◦ resolution.
To estimate the relative air quality of the summer 2013,
compared to previous summers, two indicators are computed.
These indicators are both estimated for locations corresponding to highly urbanized cities, around the Mediterranean
Basin. A subset of data is selected to focus on the months of

6163

WRF meteorological model

The meteorological variables are modeled with the nonhydrostatic WRF regional model in its version 3.5.1 (Skamarock et al., 2007). The global meteorological analyses
from NCEP/GFS (Kalnay et al., 1996) are provided on a regular 1.125◦ × 1.125◦ grid. They are hourly read by WRF using nudging techniques for the main atmospheric variables
(pressure, temperature, humidity, wind). In order to preserve
both large-scale circulations and small-scale gradients and
variability, the “spectral nudging” was chosen. This nudging
was evaluated in regional models, as presented in Von Storch
et al. (2000). In this study, the spectral nudging was selected
to be applied for all wavelengths greater than ≈ 2000 km
(wave numbers less than 3 in latitude and longitude, for
wind, temperature and humidity and only above 850 hPa).
This configuration allows the regional model to create its
own structures within the boundary layer but makes sure it
follows the large-scale meteorological fields.
In this study, the model is used with a constant horizontal resolution of 60 km × 60 km and 28 vertical levels
from the surface to 50 hPa, as displayed in Fig. 5. The Single Moment-5 class microphysics scheme is used, allowing for mixed-phase processes and supercooled water (Hong
et al., 2004). The radiation scheme is the RRTMG scheme
with the MCICA method of random cloud overlap (Mlawer
et al., 1997). The surface layer scheme is based on Monin–
Obukhov with the Carslon–Boland viscous sublayer scheme.
The surface physics is calculated using the Noah Land Surface Model scheme with four soil temperature and moisAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Figure 5. The simulation domain for WRF and CHIMERE. A Lambert conformal projection is used with a constant horizontal resolution of 60 km × 60 km. Colors represent the 2 m temperature (in
Kelvin) for 21 June 12:00 UTC.

ture layers (Chen and Dudhia, 2001). The planetary boundary layer physics is processed using the Yonsei University
scheme (Hong et al., 2006) and the cumulus parameterization uses the ensemble scheme of Grell and Devenyi (2002).
4.2

CHIMERE chemistry-transport model

CHIMERE is a CTM allowing the simulation of concentration fields of gaseous and aerosol species at a regional scale.
It is an offline model, driven by precalculated WRF meteorological fields. In this study, the version fully described in
Menut et al. (2013a) is used. The simulations are performed
over the same horizontal domain as the one defined for WRF,
with a constant resolution of 60 km × 60 km. The 28 vertical
levels of the WRF simulations are projected onto 20 levels
from the surface up to 300 hPa.
The chemical evolution of gaseous species is calculated
using the MELCHIOR2 scheme and that of aerosols using the scheme developed by Bessagnet et al. (2004). This
module takes into account sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, primary organic matter (POM), elemental carbon (EC), secondary organic aerosols (SOA), sea salt, dust and water. The
aerosol size is represented using 10 bins, from 40 nm to
40 µm in diameter. The aerosol life cycle is completely represented with nucleation of sulfuric acid, coagulation, adsorption/desorption, wet and dry deposition and scavenging. This
scavenging is represented by both coagulation with cloud
droplets and precipitation. The formation of SOA is also
taken into account.
The photolysis rates are explicitly calculated using the
FastJX radiation module (version 7.0b; Wild et al., 2000;
Bian et al., 2002). The modeled AOD is calculated by
FastJX and for several wavelengths: 200, 300, 400, 600 and
1000 nm. For the comparisons with the AERONET measurements, we selected the AOD calculated at 600 nm. This calAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

culation includes absorption by ozone (over the whole atmospheric column), Rayleigh scattering, Mie diffusion by liquid
water and ice water clouds, absorption and Mie diffusion by
aerosols. In this model version, the aerosol is dry. A complete
analysis of the improvement obtained in the model with this
online calculation is fully described in a companion paper
(Mailler et al., 2015).
At the boundaries of the domain, climatologies from
global model simulations are used. In this study, outputs from
LMDz-INCA (Szopa et al., 2009) are used for all gaseous
and aerosol species, except for mineral dust. For this species,
simulations from the GOCART model are used (Ginoux
et al., 2001).
The anthropogenic emissions are estimated using the same
methodology as the one described in (Menut et al., 2012) but
with the HTAP (hemispheric transport of air pollution) annual totals as input data. These masses were prepared by the
EDGAR team, using inventories based on MICS-Asia, EPAUS/Canada and TNO databases (http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.
eu/national_reported_data/htap.php). Biogenic emissions are
calculated using the MEGAN emissions scheme (Guenther
et al., 2006) which provides fluxes of isoprene and monoterpenes. In addition to this version, several processes were improved and added in the framework of this study. First, the
mineral dust emissions are now calculated using new soil and
surface databases, (Menut et al., 2013b) and with a spatial extension of potentially emitting areas in Europe as described
in Briant et al. (2014).
Emission fluxes produced by biomass burning are estimated using the new high-resolution fire model presented
in Turquety et al. (2014). Taking into account these fluxes
is a major improvement in the CHIMERE model. Figure 6
presents the locations of burned areas during the summer of
2013, as detected by the MODIS satellite-based instrument
(MCD64 product at 500m resolution, processed as described
in Turquety et al. (2014), and gridded onto the CHIMERE
grid). The week number of first fire detection within each
model grid cell ranges from 1 (the first week of June 2013)
to 12 (the last week of September 2013). It shows that a majority of the first fire events occurred during weeks 8–12, i.e.,
during September. These fires are mainly located in Portugal
and Russia and, to a lesser extent, Greece. For each model
grid cell, the number of fire events is presented (i.e., the number of area-burned detections). For a large majority of diagnosed fires, this number is 1, showing there were not a lot of
fires during the summer of 2013.

5

Modeled meteorology evaluation

The meteorological modeling was already done and evaluate
with the WRF model, for the same kind of domain and resolution as in Mailler et al. (2013) and Menut et al. (2013b, c)
for example. It was shown that the model is able to accurately
reproduce the main meteorological variables over the Euro–
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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eled by WRF. For Pr, the main structures and the relative
amount are also well modeled. For 16 June, the E-OBS data
diagnosed precipitations in the western part of United Kingdom, France and Spain. WRF is able to modeled this pattern and shows a large precipitation system over the Atlantic
Ocean. This system is advected to the eastern part of Europe and the WRF model is able to reproduce this advection
speed as well as the accumulated precipitation values. These
comparisons show the model is able to reproduce the main
synoptic-scale absolute values and variability observed during this period.
5.2

Figure 6. Synthesis of vegetation fires events observed during the
summer of 2013, from the 1 June to the 31 August. [top] week of
first detection, [bottom] number of events.

Mediterranean area: the day-to-day and hourly variabilities
are well reproduced for all variables, the biases are known
and the model representativity is adapted to the main variations of gaseous and aerosol formation and transport. However, since the model performance is variable for different regions, the 2 m temperature and the precipitation amount are
here compared to the available data of E-OBS.
5.1

Daily maps

A comparison of 2 m temperature, T2m , (K) and precipitation
amount, Pr, (mm day−1 ) is presented in Fig. 7. Three days
are selected, 16, 20 and 24 June 2013, corresponding to examples every 4 days during the ADRIMED experiment. For
each day and for the WRF results, the hourly 2 m temperature is averaged over the day and the hourly precipitation
amount (mm h−1 ) is cumulated to have millimeters per day.
For the E-OBS observations, values are available over land
only. For the WRF model, 2 m temperature and precipitation
amount are available over the whole model domain, even if
this domain is limited to a maximum latitude of 55◦ N.
For the 2 m temperature, we note that the observed and
modeled values are close. For example, over Germany, a
maximum of T2m is observed during 20 June, also well modwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

Daily time series

From the E-OBS data daily maps, time series are extracted
for some sites in Europe, as listed in Fig. 1. From 1 June to
15 July, for the grid cell corresponding to the site location,
daily averages of the WRF model hourly results are computed for the 2 m temperature, and values are cumulated for
precipitation. These comparisons are displayed in Fig. 8 and
statistical scores are presented in Table 4.
For T2m , the scores show that the correlation is high,
ranging from 0.87 to 0.99. However, a non-negligible bias
is calculated, ranging between −4.1 and 0.87 K, showing
the model mainly underestimates the E-OBS gridded values.
This bias cannot be attributed to a problem of measurements
versus model representativity, the E-OBS values being regridded with a 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ resolution and the model having a 60 km × 60 km horizontal resolution. This bias is more
probably due to the boundary layer or microphysics schemes
used with WRF in this study. The model is able to reproduce
the main variability observed during the whole period: low
temperatures observed in the first days of June, corresponding to precipitation events, then a warm period, with temperature increasing from ≈ 290 to ≈ 295 K in the period of 14–
17 June. A second large precipitation event is observed from
18 to 25 June (except in Bastia) leading to a slight cooling.
After 25 June, precipitations are observed and modeled but
they are more moderate and the temperature increases from
≈ 290 to ≈ 295 K until the end of the studied period, 14 July
2013.
The daily precipitation amount Pr has to be analyzed differently than the temperature. For the temperature, the model
has to provide a correct space and time variability and a
bias as low as possible. For the precipitation, the space and
time variability is the most important since for chemistrytransport modeling, when a precipitation event is diagnosed,
the atmospheric column is scavenged. This is why, in place
of correlation, we introduce here the hit rate score: for a
threshold arbitrarily chosen as PrT = 0.1 mm day−1 (i.e., there
is precipitation for this day and this site), the event is considered as true if Pr > PrT . If this condition is reached for the observations and the model, a counter increments the a value.
If the condition is reached for the observations and not the
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Figure 7. Comparison of daily mean averaged 2 m temperature (K) and daily accumulated precipitation amount (mm day−1 ) with E-OBS
(available over land only) and the WRF meteorological model.

model, a counter increments the c value. The hit rate, HR, is
defined as
HR =

a
.
a+c

(1)

The target value for the hit rate is 1, meaning that the model
was able to catch all the observed events. Results are presented in Table 5. The number of events is also displayed
since precipitations did not occur every day. The number of
days under a precipitation event is between 1 and 19 for a total of 41 studied days. The HR ranges from 0.64 to 1, showing that the model reproduces this variable fairly well. One
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

also notes that the mean bias is often negative, showing that
the modeled precipitations are lower than what was observed.

6

Analysis of ozone concentrations

The first comparisons between measured and modeled atmospheric composition are undertaken for the analysis of ozone
concentrations near the surface and in altitude. Ozone reflects the amount of photo-oxidant pollution, especially during summertime periods. Two kinds of data are used in this
section: (i) the routine surface measurements of the AirBase
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Agen

Bastia

Vercelli

Zorita

Figure 8. Time series of daily mean averaged 2 m temperature (K) and daily precipitation amount (mm day−1 ) for several sites where
chemical measurements are also available. Time series are extracted from maps of E-OBS daily data.
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Table 4. Correlations (R), root mean squared error (RMSE) and
bias of measured and modeled daily mean averaged values of 2 m
temperature (K). The bias expressed the (model) minus (observations) values.

Table 5. Hit rate (HR) and bias of measured and modeled daily
mean averaged values of precipitation amount (mm day−1 ). The
bias expressed the (model) minus (observations) values.
Site

Site

T2m
daily mean (K)

Cape Corsica
Zorita
Bastia
Chitignano
Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Schivenoglia
Vercelli

Obs.

Mod.

293.18
293.22
291.55
293.61
297.33
290.00
298.15
293.11
292.64
289.61
287.89
296.28
295.51

292.26
291.41
292.42
291.63
295.63
287.88
296.20
291.90
289.25
287.59
283.80
294.17
292.46

R

RMSE

0.89
0.87
0.90
0.94
0.99
0.96
0.98
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.96
0.95

1.54
2.54
1.46
2.19
1.83
2.42
2.06
1.64
3.50
2.21
4.21
2.26
3.17

Ozone surface concentration maps

Simulated surface ozone concentrations are displayed in
Fig. 9. The three maps are selected to present values for the
same days as for the meteorological variables in Fig. 7. For
16 June 2013, over the Mediterranean Sea, ozone values vary
a lot, between 30 and 70 µg m−3 , with several plumes having
a spatial extent of a few tens of kilometers only. The highest surface concentrations are modeled in the southeastern
part of the domain, over Saudi Arabia. Surface concentrations are much higher on 20 June 2013 over Europe. This
corresponds to the highest T2m values, enhancing the photochemical processes over anthropogenic sources such as Belgium and the Netherlands. Over Great Britain and France,
values are low and this corresponds to cloudiness associated
with the observed and modeled precipitations. On 24 June,
ozone concentrations are low (less than 40 µg m−3 ) over all
of Europe. This corresponds to the advection of this precipiAtmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

Cape Corsica
Zorita
Bastia
Chitignano
Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Schivenoglia
Vercelli

−0.92
−1.81
0.87
−1.98
−1.70
−2.11
−1.96
−1.20
−3.39
−2.02
−4.10
−2.12
−3.05

background stations and (ii) the airborne measurements done
for ADRIMED with the ATR aircraft. The AirBase measurements are regular in time (hourly), and are used to quantify
if the model is able to simulate both the background values
and the peaks during high-pollution events. However, being
only at the surface, these measurements are not dedicated to
provide information on the model behavior in the whole troposphere. Thus, they do not allow for an interpretation on
the ozone long-range transport. The ATR measurements are
then complementary, providing vertical ozone profiles at a
given time. However, unlike surface observations, they are
very specific and do not reflect the overall situation of atmospheric pollution over the whole Mediterranean area.
6.1

Nobs

Bias
3
4
3
6
1
11
1
14
13
8
19
6
9

Pr (mm day−1 )
Obs.

Mod.

2.10
9.68
4.73
4.12
1.20
6.73
1.40
7.16
7.12
6.53
4.73
6.87
5.59

0.97
6.38
5.18
3.79
0.93
5.73
0.11
2.91
4.11
9.41
11.95
2.44
3.30

HR

Bias

0.67
1.00
0.67
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.64
0.92
0.75
1.00
0.83
0.67

−1.13
−3.29
0.45
−0.33
−0.27
−1.00
−1.29
−4.25
−3.01
2.89
7.22
−4.42
−2.29

tation event from west to east. Finally, these maps show that
ozone concentrations were moderate during this ADRIMED
period, except over Saudi Arabia.
6.2

Ozone surface concentrations time series

To better understand the daily variability observed on the
maps, scores are calculated for daily maximum and daily
mean averaged values. Results are presented in Table 6 (daily
maximum) and Table 7 (hourly values). The corresponding
time series are presented in Fig. 10 for the daily maximum
values.
The scores reported in Table 6 show the ability of the
model to capture extreme events. Depending on the location,
the model simulates lower or higher maximum daily values
compared to the measurements. But for all stations, the differences between the two is never more than 20 µg m−3 . The
correlations are also very dispersed, with values ranging from
0.15 (Malaga) to 0.71 (Agen). One can expect to have better
correlations over the continent than over the sea due to the
formation processes of ozone. This is not always the case,
showing the difficulty of the model to estimate daily peaks
over this complex region.
The scores in Table 7 are complementary and present results for hourly values. In this case, the complete diurnal cycle of ozone formation is taken into account. The scores are
often better than for the daily peaks, with values of up to
0.81 (Cordoba). The low-correlation results are obtained for
Ajaccio and Malaga (0.40), Bastia (0.29) and Gap (0.36), as
already diagnosed with the daily peaks. This denotes a general inability of the model to represent ozone formation and
transport over these areas. For these three sites, the problem
is probably related to the low model resolution, these three
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Table 6. R, RMSE and bias of measured and modeled daily maximum value of surface O3 concentrations (µg m−3 ), for AirBase stations.
Site

Nobs

O3
daily max
Obs.

R

RMSE

Bias

Mod.

AirBase coastal “background” stations
Zorita
Cartagena
Malaga
Ajaccio
Bastia
Hyères
Taranto
Chitignano

37
41
40
38
41
41
41
40

110.6
102.4
113.6
107.2
114.8
118.6
116.8
99.4

105.0
113.1
101.0
100.9
97.3
95.7
123.3
110.2

0.66
0.47
0.15
0.39
0.21
0.55
0.70
0.56

14.8
16.2
24.2
18.0
25.0
29.3
12.8
20.5

−5.6
10.7
−12.6
−6.3
−17.5
−22.9
6.5
10.8

AirBase continental “background” stations
Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Vercelli

38
41
41
41
38
39
39
39

113.3
102.3
127.3
95.3
99.3
98.4
117.0
124.4

112.2
97.5
113.1
95.8
99.5
103.9
104.6
129.2

0.38
0.55
0.60
0.71
0.54
0.32
0.29
0.61

22.0
21.6
21.0
19.3
21.3
16.8
21.5
26.0

−1.0
−4.9
−14.2
0.5
0.3
5.6
−12.4
4.8

Table 7. R, RMSE and bias of measured and modeled of hourly
surface O3 concentrations (µg m−3 ), for AirBase stations.
Site

Nobs

O3
hourly
Obs.

R

RMSE

Bias

Mod.

AirBase coastal “background” stations
Zorita
Cartagena
Malaga
Ajaccio
Bastia
Hyères
Taranto
Chitignano

815
956
907
892
978
983
575
892

74.0
73.4
87.2
73.0
90.8
86.5
90.1
72.4

84.7
93.9
87.4
79.8
76.4
68.2
98.5
89.4

0.71
0.59
0.40
0.40
0.29
0.64
0.74
0.55

28.2
29.7
23.5
26.1
27.8
29.1
19.0
27.6

10.7
20.5
0.2
6.8
−14.4
−18.3
8.4
17.0

AirBase continental “background” stations

Figure 9. Modeled surface ozone concentrations (µg m−3 ) for 16,
20 and 24 June 2013 at 12:00 UTC.

sites being in mountainous or insular areas, the subgrid-scale
variability of ozone remains difficult to model.
Time series of measured and modeled ozone daily maximum are displayed in Fig. 10. For the coastal stations, Ajaccio, Bastia and Zorita, the measured values show flatter time
series than the modeled ones, explaining low correlations obtained in Ajaccio and Bastia. When the model overestimates
the concentrations in Ajaccio, it underestimates the concentrations in Bastia, even if the locations are close and located
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Vercelli

841
978
945
977
836
917
913
898

79.7
72.3
91.0
64.6
61.9
66.1
86.3
85.1

82.9
79.1
89.4
74.9
76.2
91.4
91.3
93.1

0.67
0.66
0.81
0.73
0.67
0.36
0.62
0.68

21.3
22.9
17.2
23.0
31.1
35.5
19.6
26.8

3.2
6.8
−1.6
10.3
14.3
25.3
5.1
8.0

in the island of Corsica. From a model point of view, this
consists in two close (but not neighboring) grid cells. These
high differences may be explained by zooming in on Corsica,
as displayed in Fig. 11: ozone surface concentrations (in ppb)
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Ajaccio

Bastia

Zorita

Malaga

Champforgeuil

Agen

Figure 10. Time series of daily maximum of O3 surface concentrations for some selected AirBase sites, continental and coastal stations.

Figure 11. Surface ozone concentrations (ppb) map for 17 June
2013, 12:00 UTC.

are shown for 17 June 2013, 12:00 UTC, as an example. For
this day, and more generally for the whole ADRIMED period, surface ozone concentrations are very variable and composed of very dense and isolated plumes. This explains the
large variability of scores when comparing point by point
model and surface measurements, even if the horizontal resolution is coarse.
The scores are better for continental stations as Champforgeuil and Agen. The model is able to capture the dayto-day variability, with highest values recorded for 16 and
17 June and 6–10 July. This corresponds to well-established
polluted periods, but the maximum values of 140 µg m−3 are
far from high-pollution events.
6.3

Ozone and meteorological vertical profiles during
the ATR flights

The ozone concentrations measured during the ATR flights
are averaged from 1 Hz to a 5 mn time step. The number of
averaged data is reported in Table 2. The simulated concentrations corresponding to the location of the measurement are
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

interpolated in time (between the two modeled hourly outputs), vertically (between the two model vertical levels) and
horizontally (using a bilinear interpolation). The comparison
between the modeled and measured ozone concentrations is
presented in Fig. 12. The corresponding altitude, temperature
(in ◦ C) and mean wind speed (in m s−1 ) are also presented,
using the same abscissa axis.
Each flight lasts between 2 and 3 h. In the altitude panels,
we can see that the aircraft made several iso-altitude measurements, mainly at 4000 and 6000 m. For meteorological
data, the temperature is always very well simulated by the
WRF model. The differences between model and measurements are very weak except, for example, for flights 30 and
31 where the temperature is slightly more underestimated by
the model in altitude than close to the surface. The wind is
variable and there are differences between simulated values
and measurements, mostly in terms of variability, but the absolute values are correctly estimated.
Ozone is always overestimated by the model, especially
in altitude. This is probably a direct effect of boundary conditions that may be too strong for this period. The boundary chemical fields are derived from a global climate model
and the summer of 2013 was moderated in terms of pollution: the climatology may thus induce a positive bias in the
model. These flights within the marine boundary layer are a
very good opportunity to evaluate ozone concentrations over
the maritime surfaces. These concentrations are usually very
high in models due to a lack of deposition. This ozone deposition underestimation is rarely documented and quantified,
but some previous studies showed that the dry deposition velocities used over oceans for gaseous species may be underestimated, due to a misrepresented turbulence as pointed out
by Garland et al. (1980), Ganzeveld et al. (2009) and Coleman et al. (2010), for example. The differences between the
model and observations are lower when the aircraft is under
1000 m a.g.l. (above ground level). Below this altitude, observed ozone concentrations values of up to 60 ppb are not
always well captured by the model. This is a direct effect of

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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20130614 9.05 flight 28

20130616 7.55 flight 29

20130616 11.49 flight 30

20130617 6.76 flight 31

20130617 11.18 flight 32

20130619 11.04 flight 33

20130620 9.83 flight 34

20130622 7.57 flight 35

20130622 12.75 flight 36

6171

Figure 12. Comparisons between observed and modeled O3 concentrations, temperature and wind speed along the flight trajectories. The
top plot indicates the altitude above sea level of the flight. The abscissa represents the day of the year.
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the limitation due to the horizontal resolution, the model being not able to represent local ozone plumes as presented in
Fig. 9.

7

Analysis of aerosol optical depth

The AOD quantifies the extinction of radiation by aerosols
along the whole atmospheric column. The comparison between model and measurements is widely used to estimate
the models’ ability to reproduce aerosol plumes. However,
comparisons of AOD have limitations. Being vertically integrated, there is no information on the vertical structure of
the aerosol plume. In addition, AOD is estimated for a specific wavelength, not always representative of the complete
size distributions of all aerosols. In this study, the CHIMERE
outputs of AOD are calculated at 600 nm, due to the Fast-J
algorithm used in the model.
7.1

Comparisons between MODIS and CHIMERE

As a first step, the satellite measurements are here only used
to check if the main AOD patterns are well retrieved by
the model. The measured AOD at 550 nm is extracted from
the MODIS satellite data over the period from 6 June to 15
July 2013. Observations are interpolated on the model grid
and comparisons are done for collocated data in space and
time, as displayed in Fig. 13. The MODIS map includes
the AOD retrieved over ocean and over land, proposed on
the NASA Giovanni database. MODIS AOD products have
been used for many years to study the amount and origin
of aerosols in the Mediterranean troposphere. Barnaba and
Gobbi (2004) used these data to split relative contributions
of aerosols on AOD. They showed that for the same particle size, its origin (maritime, continental or desert dust) may
induce an AOD variability of one order of magnitude. More
recently, Levy et al. (2010) evaluated the MODIS AOD product over land, by comparison to AERONET sunphotometer
data. They showed that there is a high correlation (R = 0.9)
between the two AOD products, with a mean bias of ±0.05.
The AOD data are time averaged over the period from 6
June to 15 July 2013 in order to have the maximum of available information on the map. Figure 13 shows that, on average for all the considered period, CHIMERE reproduces realistically the main features of the AOD over the considered
region, with average values above unity for the Sahelian band
and the Arabian Peninsula. However, CHIMERE misses high
AOD values on the eastern side of the Caspian Sea as well as
over the northern part of the Atlantic. For the first area, the
underestimation of the AOD by CHIMERE may be related to
missing dust emissions, while for the northern Atlantic, the
high AOD values in MODIS are related to an average computed from very few data points, possibly during an event
of transport of a polluted plume (e.g., biomass burning or
mineral dust) from outside of the simulation domain that is
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

Figure 13. Comparison of AOD measured by MODIS (top) and
modeled with CHIMERE (bottom). This AOD corresponds to the
mean averaged value over the period from 6 June to 15 July 2013.

not present in the global climatologies used at the boundaries. Over Europe, AOD is also underestimated where anthropogenic sources dominate.
7.2

Comparisons between AERONET and CHIMERE

Comparisons between modeled and measured AOD are also
done using the AERONET data (level 2; Holben et al., 2001).
Time series are presented in Fig. 14. While the station of
Banizoumbou is located in a mineral dust source area, the
stations of Cabo Verde and Dakar are often influenced by
dust outbreaks. This explains that over the whole period,
AOD values are high, ranging from 0.4 to 2. The day-to-day
variability is also important and these time series show that
the highest AOD values are observed during the period from
5 to 15 June. A second period with high values is between
27 and 30 June, with values of up to AOD = 1. The model is
able to retrieve the observed day-to-day variability, even if,
on average, modeled values are greater than observed ones
for stations far away from the main Saharan dust sources.
Time series are also presented for the stations of Lampedusa, Forth Crete and Izana. This set of stations is represenwww.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Banizoumbou

Cabo Verde

Dakar

Lampedusa

Forth Crete

Izana

Figure 14. Time series of hourly AOD for selected AERONET stations.

tative of small islands (for Lampedusa and Izana) and remote locations (Forth Crete). The measured AOD values are
always lower than 0.5. This clearly shows that, during the
whole period, no intense aerosol plume was observed over
the Mediterranean Sea. The comparison results are not as
good as for the African stations and the model tends to overestimate the AOD over the Mediterranean area. This overestimation may be due to several factors that cannot be diagnosed only with the AOD, this quantity being an integrated
budget of many possible contributions. This may be an overestimation of surface mineral dust emissions, a shift in the
aerosol size distribution, or an underestimation of modeled
dry deposition velocities. However, considering all these potential problems and compared to the AOD of the AERONET
measurements, the modeled AOD has not an important bias
and follows the observed day-to-day variability. The discrepancies are studied in the last section in terms of the aerosol
size distribution.
Table 8 corresponds to statistical scores calculated over
these AERONET stations. The number of observations is
very variable from one station to another: if the Izana station
has 516 measurements, Forth Crete has only 108. These differences are certainly due to the cloud screening algorithm
applied on the raw sunphotometer data to ensure that provided AODs are only due to aerosols. The correlation is variable from one site to another with values ranging from 0.20
(Ilorin) to 0.77 (Izana) and 0.79 (Lampedusa). The RMSE
is very large, of the order of magnitude of the AOD value,
showing important discrepancies between model and measurements. The bias shows that the model underestimates
AOD in Africa where are the mineral dust sources and tends,
contrarily, to overestimate AOD for sites such as Izana and
Lampedusa. This may be due to compensation errors acting
differently as a function of the source types and locations:
the aerosol size distribution is different between mineral dust
and anthropogenic emissions; i.e., the combination of errors

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

Table 8. R, RMSE and bias of measured and modeled hourly AOD,
for AERONET stations.
Site

Nobs

Banizoumbou
Cabo Verde
Dakar
Cinzana
Ilorin
Izana
Lampedusa
Saada
Zinder Airport
Forth Crete

357
166
248
338
104
516
238
410
345
108

AOD
hourly
Obs.

Mod.

0.59
0.49
0.53
0.58
0.38
0.05
0.16
0.24
0.56
0.11

0.46
0.46
0.65
0.45
0.42
0.15
0.22
0.24
0.69
0.17

R

RMSE

Bias

0.27
0.50
0.55
0.58
0.20
0.77
0.79
0.65
0.41
0.49

0.49
0.16
0.23
0.34
0.35
0.15
0.09
0.15
0.43
0.08

−0.12
−0.03
0.13
−0.13
0.04
0.10
0.06
0.00
0.13
0.06

in the aerosol size distribution and the emitted flux may provide a correct AOD or not.
8

Analysis of PM10 surface concentrations

The analysis of PM10 surface concentrations is complementary to the analysis of AOD. Comparisons are here presented
between surface AirBase measurements and, for the corresponding location in the model domain, PM10 concentrations
at the model’s first vertical level.
8.1

Statistical comparisons between model and
observations

Table 9 presents scores for this comparison. The values are
daily averaged and are expressed in micrograms per cubic
meter. The number of values compared is very variable and
mostly between 700 and 1000, corresponding to hourly data
over the whole period. Italian stations are different and measurements are only daily, leading to a lower number of raw
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Table 9. R, bias and RMSE for the daily mean averaged PM10
(µg m−3 ) surface concentrations (except for the Lampedusa measurements corresponding to total suspended particles).
Site

Nobs

PM10
daily mean
Obs.

R

RMSE

Bias

Mod.

AirBase coastal “background” stations
Zorita
Cartagena
Malaga
Ajaccio
Bastia
Hyères
Taranto
Chitignano

37
41
40
33
40
41
39
40

16.1
21.6
32.5
21.0
21.1
29.2
19.8
10.4

15.5
23.1
30.1
27.6
25.0
25.9
21.4
20.3

0.59
−0.02
−0.09
0.15
0.09
0.68
0.48
0.66

8.9
12.7
20.0
11.2
9.5
6.3
7.0
10.8

−0.5
1.5
−2.4
6.6
3.9
−3.3
1.6
10.0

AirBase continental “background” stations
Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Schivenoglia
Vercelli

38
41
41
41
41
35
33
39
36

23.1
23.2
21.2
14.5
15.8
13.0
7.9
27.5
16.3

14.3
14.7
23.4
16.6
17.5
13.5
12.6
20.6
19.2

0.41
0.46
0.23
−0.04
0.17
0.56
0.38
0.32
0.68

12.8
10.1
18.1
9.7
9.7
4.9
8.7
12.1
7.2

−8.8
−8.5
2.2
2.1
1.6
0.5
4.8
−6.8
2.9

observations. At the end, 33–41 daily averaged values are
available. The observed values ranged from 7.9 (Baceno)
to 32.5 µg m−3 (Malaga). For the model, the values ranged
from 12.6 (Baceno) to 30.1 µg m−3 (Malaga). If the variability from site to site is correctly reproduced, the results
showed that the model may underestimate or overestimate
the concentrations, depending on the site. There is no obvious link between the location of the site and the sign of the
difference: the bias may be positive or negative for sites in
the same region. Depending on the station, the correlation
ranges from very low (−0.02 for Cartagena and −0.04 for
Agen, for example) to moderate (0.66 in Chitignano, 0.68 in
Hyères, 0.68 in Vercelli). For 11 stations (on a total of 17),
the bias remains lower than ±4 µg m−3 .
8.2

Surface concentration time series

The measured and modeled daily averaged surface PM10
concentrations are presented in Fig. 15 as time series. On
average, the background concentrations are well simulated
for all sites. However, some discrepancies appear when some
peaks are modeled but not measured, as for example at
Zorita, Malaga and Agen. The lower bias on the AOD suggests that the whole column is correct but that the surface
concentrations are too large. This can be, partially, a problem
of exaggerated vertical diffusion, often diagnosed in deterministic Eulerian models (Vuolo et al., 2009). Another possibility is to have too important local emissions. A way to
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

better understand this overestimation is to analyze the aerosol
composition, as presented in the next section.

9

The modeled aerosol speciation

In the previous sections, the aerosol’s behavior was analyzed
in terms of AOD and surface PM10 . In this section, aerosol
composition is analyzed and results are presented in terms of
time series of surface concentrations and vertical profiles of
concentrations.
9.1

Time series

For each site, the modeled aerosol composition is presented
as surface time series in Fig. 16. The concentrations are
shown for the whole aerosol size distribution, i.e., for a mean
mass median diameter Dp from 0.04 to 40 µm. It is thus logical to have surface concentrations higher than the ones presented for the PM10 time series. For all time series, the most
important contribution comes from mineral dust, with at least
50 % of the total mass. This mineral dust part is also responsible of the large peaks observed in the PM10 concentrations.
The second most important contribution corresponds to sea
salts, specifically for locations corresponding to islands or for
coastal sites such as Lampedusa and Cape Corsica. For “continental background” stations such as Champforgeuil and
Agen, the concentrations are lower than for other stations and
the relative part of sea salt becomes logically negligible. For
days when there is no peak of dust and sea salt, sulfate concentrations dominate the aerosol composition. The last most
important contribution is from sulfates with large concentrations modeled in Lampedusa and Malaga, among others. Finally, the relative contributions of POM and EC are very low
in the total, showing in particular that this period was not
influenced by large vegetation fire events.
9.2

Relative contribution of chemical species

The time series presented in the previous section showed
the large temporal variability of the surface concentrations
as well as the large variability of the aerosol chemical composition. In order to quantify these relative contributions site
by site, the relative amount of each chemical species is estimated as a percentage of the total concentration. The calculation is done by cumulating the hourly concentrations over
the whole studied period and species per species. The results
are presented in Table 10. For each site, the value of the most
abundant species is written in bold.
For 13 stations (out of a total of 17 stations), the most
important species is mineral dust, with values ranging from
25.01 (Champforgeuil) to 64.48 % (Cordoba). In general, the
sites where mineral dust dominates correspond to the western
part of the Mediterranean: Zorita, Cartagena, Malaga, Aranjuez, and Cordoba (all these sites being in Spain).
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/
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Ajaccio

Zorita

Malaga

Champforgeuil

Agen

Hyeres

Figure 15. Time series of daily averaged PM10 surface concentrations for some selected AirBase sites, continental and coastal stations.
Lampedusa

Cape Corsica

Zorita

Malaga

Champforgeuil

Agen

Figure 16. Time series of hourly surface concentrations of PM40 constituted by all modeled aerosols for the ADRIMED sites (Lampedusa
and Cape Corsica) and some selected AirBase sites, continental and coastal stations.

The second most important contribution is sulfate: this is
the most important component for the aerosols at sites Cape
Corsica (28.39 %), Ajaccio (22.79 %), Bastia (28.05 %) and
Schivenoglia (24.73 %). The first three sites are in Corsica
and the last one in the north of Italy. For the sites in Corsica,
these large amounts of sulfates are due to shipping emissions
or the vicinity of the Fos-Berre industrial area in the south of
France, where Schivenoglia is close to industries.
The third most important contribution is sea salt. For sites
such as Lampedusa, Cartagena, and Malaga this contribution
is close to the sulfate contribution values. All these sites correspond to island or coastal sites and are thus more exposed

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

to sea salt emissions. For all continental sites, the sea salt
contribution is low, between 2 (Baceno) and 12.76 % (Agen).
Finally, only one site has a major contribution very different from the others: in Hyéres, the most important chemical
species is POM (particulate organic matter) and this is most
likely due to the proximity of the Fos-Berre area, with organic carbon emissions.
9.3

Vertical profiles

In order to link the information of surface concentrations,
aerosol composition and vertical structure, Fig. 17 presents
vertical profiles for the same stations as in Fig. 16 and for
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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Table 10. Relative percentages of the chemical composition of the modeled surface PM10 for each site. Values are calculated using the hourly
values for the period from 1 June to 15 July 2013. For each site, the largest value is written in bold.
Site

SOA

Ammonium

Nitrate

Sulfate

Sea salt

PPM

POM

EC

Dust

2.86
6.95
2.16
3.27
4.17
12.36
7.71
23.79
4.27
6.50

1.06
2.70
0.74
1.25
1.64
4.85
2.99
9.57
1.69
2.59

35.75
20.66
55.90
42.92
44.20
12.88
20.20
8.59
27.79
22.39

0.93
0.80
0.68
1.35
1.69
1.75
1.43
2.66
2.93

57.23
33.60
64.48
30.39
25.01
31.24
31.81
21.63
27.65

AirBase coastal “background” stations
Lampedusa
Cape Corsica
Zorita
Cartagena
Malaga
Ajaccio
Bastia
Hyères
Taranto
Chitignano

6.17
12.26
5.12
3.76
3.20
13.91
14.36
7.05
9.25
15.87

6.60
10.51
7.20
6.92
6.12
9.40
10.74
6.69
9.21
10.54

0.70
2.57
0.79
0.71
2.74
5.92
2.64
2.65
0.45
3.67

20.20
28.39
19.43
19.16
14.97
22.79
28.05
18.54
25.75
26.16

23.71
10.77
5.95
19.28
19.35
11.94
7.84
12.56
14.21
4.78

2.95
5.18
2.70
2.74
3.62
5.96
5.48
10.56
7.38
7.51

AirBase continental “background” stations
Aranjuez
Logroño
Cordoba
Agen
Champforgeuil
Gap
Baceno
Schivenoglia
Vercelli

3.80
10.03
2.73
9.36
11.46
12.68
12.82
14.03
13.58

6.69
10.82
5.39
9.67
11.13
10.27
10.81
11.04
9.64

0.83
4.22
0.40
3.47
8.17
4.17
9.39
7.89
3.17

17.52
28.25
14.34
24.56
24.93
25.63
23.35
24.73
24.40

5.50
6.76
7.29
12.76
7.25
3.85
2.00
3.77
2.68

4.07
3.19
2.50
5.06
6.58
6.35
4.89
7.93
9.08

3.43
2.34
2.18
3.39
3.79
4.07
3.51
6.32
6.85

Lampedusa

Cape Corsica

Zorita

Malaga

Champforgeuil

Agen

Figure 17. Vertical profiles of all modeled aerosols for 21 June 2013. Results are presented for the ADRIMED sites (Lampedusa and Cape
Corsica) and some selected AirBase sites, continental and coastal stations. Note that the abscissa is different in each plot to better see the
values.
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21 June 2013 at 12:00 UTC. Abscissa scales in the figure
are different in order to clearly see all profiles. The largest
concentrations are modeled in Lampedusa, with a maximum
of 280 µg m−3 at 4000 m a.g.l. This maximum is due to the
long-range transport: huge concentrations are emitted at the
surface in Africa and quickly transported in altitude due to
important mixing. These concentrations are injected above
the Atlantic Ocean in thin layers and transported towards
Mediterranean Sea. A peak of mineral dust in altitude is also
modeled in Cape Corsica and Champforgeuil. In Cape Corsica, the maximum value is 30 µg m−3 at 2500 m a.g.l., with
a contribution of 16 µg m−3 from mineral dust.
In Champforgeuil, the most important concentrations are
modeled at 1000 m a.g.l., around 19 µg m−3 . This peak is
constituted of a mixing of sea salt, sulfates, nitrate, ammonium and mineral dust. A secondary peak is observed at
2000 m a.g.l., mainly due to mineral dust and explaining the
large vertical extension of the aerosol concentrations.
For Zorita, Malaga and Agen, the maximum concentrations are located close to the surface. They are lower than
when mineral dust plumes are modeled, with a maximum
from 12 to 40 µg m−3 . The aerosol speciation varies for each
site, as described in Table 10. Finally, for all these profiles,
the mineral dust contribution corresponds to the main part of
the aerosol composition in altitude, with important contributions of sulfates, from the surface up to 4000 m.

may only vary with heterogeneous chemistry and deposition.
For mineral dust, the size distribution may vary at emission,
depending on the wind speed and following the dust production model of Alfaro and Gomes (2001). In order to directly
compare observations and model results, the modeled column aerosol volume–size distribution is calculated for each
model bin as in Péré et al. (2010):
c=naero
X

!

where mc is the mass concentration (the mass of particles in
a volume of air, in µg m−3 ) for the naero modeled aerosols.
ρc is the particle density (also in µg m−3 , the mass of the particle in its own volume). In this model version, all aerosols
have the same density, ρ = 1.5 ×103 kg m−3 , except the mineral dust with ρ = 2.65 × 103 kg m−3 . 1zk the model layer
thickness (for a total of nlevels levels) and Dp, min and Dp, max
the minimum and maximum mean mass median diameter of
the ith bin. These diameters are converted to radii for the direct comparison with the AERONET data. The naero model
species are those presented in the previous sections: SOA,
ammonium, nitrate, sulfate, sea salt, PPM, POM, EC and
dust.
Results

Aerosol size distributions

The way the aerosols can evolve in the atmosphere also
depends on their size distribution. Depending on the types
of aerosols, abundance will vary according to different size
classes. This will cause a different deposition and therefore a
different long-range transport. To accurately model the size
distribution of aerosols is thus important to track the aerosols
over long periods (several days) and large areas (several thousands of kilometers). Unfortunately, the size distribution is
difficult to measure and model. In this section, we compare
measured and modeled aerosol size distribution in order to
see if discrepancies between the model and measurements
may be due to a bad representation of this quantity.
10.1

mc
ρc

× 1zk
k
X
dV
c=1
= nlevels
=
, (2)
dlog(Dp ) k=1
log(Dp, max ) − log(Dp, min )

10.2
10
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Observed and modeled aerosol size distributions

Observations from the AERONET inversion algorithm
results (Dubovik and King, 2000) are used. For each
AERONET station, the inversion algorithm provides volume
particle size distribution for 15 bins, logarithmically distributed for radii between 0.05 and 15 µm. In CHIMERE,
the aerosol size distribution is defined during the emission
flux calculations and is different for each species (following the recommendation of the emission inventories, as described in Menut et al., 2013a). For all aerosols (except mineral dust), the distribution is fixed at the emission and then
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/15/6159/2015/

Retrieved aerosol size distributions are presented in Fig. 18
for some stations listed in Table 1: Banizoumbou, Cinzana,
Cabo Verde, Izana and Lampedusa. The aerosol sizes are expressed in radius, as the original AERONET ASD data. In
the figures, the scale for the volume size distribution changes
for each date and site, in order to clearly see the values.
Maximum concentrations are observed and modeled in
Banizoumbou and Cinzana, these stations being where the
mineral dust sources are. This also explains that the size distribution is mainly constituted by a mode with r= 1–2 µm,
corresponding to a dominant mode in mineral dust emissions,
(Alfaro and Gomes, 2001). For these two sites, a systematic
difference is observed between the model and the measurements: the main peak of the modeled coarse mode is for
a radius of ≈ 1 µm, when the AERONET ASD exhibits a
peak for a radius of ≈ 2 µm. This bias will probably induce a
longer transport in the model than in reality, since the deposition velocity increases with the aerosol radius for these particles sizes (Forêt et al., 2006). These results clearly show that
improvements have to be done in the size distribution of mineral dust emissions. Even if only a few figures are presented,
all size distributions were analyzed and these discrepancies
were observed in all cases, highlighting a systematic problem
in the model representation.
After some transport of mineral dust, an important fine
mode (with r ≈ 0.03 µm) is modeled at Cabo Verde. This
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015
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17 June 2013
Banizoumbou 07:00

Cinzana 17:00

Cabo Verde 15:00

Izana 17:00

Lampedusa 15:00

21 June 2013
Banizoumbou 15:00

Cinzana 17:00

Cabo Verde 15:00

Izana 16:00

Lampedusa 15:00

Figure 18. Comparisons between the measured (AERONET) and modeled (CHIMERE) aerosol size distributions for the locations of Banizoumbou, Cinzana, Cabo Verde, Izana and Lampedusa. Distributions are presented for 17 and 21 June 2013, and for hours where the
AERONET hourly inverted distributions are available.

fine fraction is not present in the AERONET size distribution.
Far from the mineral dust sources, in Izana and Lampedusa,
the comparisons of observed and modeled size distributions
are poor. In Izana, the model overestimates the AERONET
concentrations for all modes. In Lampedusa, observations
clearly show two modes (with radius ≈ 0.1 and 2 µm), when
the model reproduces a flat distribution for 17 June and a
coarse mode peak only for 21 June.

11

Conclusions

This study analyzed the ozone and aerosol tropospheric concentrations and their variability over the Euro–Mediterranean
region, from 1 June to 15 July 2013. This region and period
was studied within the framework of the ADRIMED project,
a measurements campaign of the CHARMEX program. This
analysis was performed by using measurements from the
ADRIMED project (airborne measurements), routine network measurements (AIRBASE, AERONET, E-OBS) and
modeling with WRF and CHIMERE. First, the model results
were compared to measurements to quantify the ability of the
model to restitute the spatiotemporal variability of ozone and
aerosol both at the surface and in altitude. Second, the model
was used to go further by analyzing the chemical composition of the aerosols. In addition, the aerosol size distribution
variability between Africa and the Mediterranean area was
analyzed by comparing AERONET and CHIMERE values.
It was shown that the summer 2013 was not highly
polluted compared with the other years. The meteorology,
namely 2 m temperature and daily precipitation amount, was
characterized using E-OBS data and WRF model results. The
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 15, 6159–6182, 2015

meteorological conditions were far from drought and several precipitation events were observed and modeled. This
explains a moderate ozone production (sensitive to temperature) and mean values of aerosol concentrations (sensitive
to scavenging). In addition to the real situation, the model
was found to underestimate the temperature (a bias of ≈ 01.5 K over land where E-OBS data are available), contributing to slow the already low ozone production. On the other
hand, the correct modeled precipitation variability helps to
correctly quantify the aerosol variability, with scavenging at
the right place and day.
The ozone concentrations were studied along the flight trajectories and close to the surface. If the main day-to-day variability was simulated, it was shown that the model has difficulties to reproduce the numerous ozone plumes, relatively
thin but not very concentrated, flowing from west to east in
Europe. When precipitation events occurred, the ozone and
PM surface concentrations decreased, showing the high impact of photolysis attenuation due to cloudiness for ozone
and wet scavenging for aerosols. Using the model aerosol
speciation, it was shown that the main part of the PM10
surface concentration is composed of mineral dust. Another
large fraction is due to sea salt and sulfate concentrations.
On the vertical, the mineral dust clearly dominates the total load of aerosols, when sea salt and sulfates are mainly
present in the boundary layer. A focus was done on aerosol
size distribution by using time series of AERONET products
over numerous sites, in Africa, where the sources of mineral dust are and, in Europe, where a mix of several sources
is present: local erosion, anthropogenic and biogenic emissions, vegetation fires. The ability of the model to reproduce
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the aerosol size distribution was quantified and it was shown
that, in Africa, the coarse mode is underestimated when, in
the Euro–Mediterranean area, the fine mode is mainly overestimated by the model.
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